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Abstrat

We study the impat fragmentation of plate-like solids in

three dimensions fousing on the spatial distribution and mass-

veloity orrelation of fragments. Based on large sale omputer

simulations we show that the position of fragments inside the

original body with respet to the impat site determines their

mass and veloity in the �nal state. A novel relation of the mass

and veloity of fragments is revealed: In the damaged phase of

breakup strong mass-veloity orrelation is obtained, however,

in the fragmented phase the orrelation disappears. The orre-

lation funtion deays as a power law with di�erent exponents

in the regime of small and large fragment masses separated by

highly energeti detahed piees. Our results have interesting

impliations for the understanding of the formation of mete-

oroid louds and planetesimal aretion in the solar system.

I. Introdution

Fragmentation, i.e. the breaking of partiulate materials into smaller

piees is a ubiquitous proess that underlies many natural phenomena and

industrial proesses. The length sales involved in it range from the olli-

sional evolution of asteroids through the sale of geologial phenomena down
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to the breakup of heavy nulei. The most striking observation about frag-

mentation is that the size distribution of fragments shows power law behav-

ior independent on the mirosopi interations and on the relevant length

sales of the fragmenting system [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12℄. Most

of the theoretial and experimental investigations over the past deades

foused on the origin of the power law fragment size distribution and on

the analogy of fragmentation to ritial phenomena and phase transitions

[1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 10, 11, 12℄. Muh less is known about the veloity of

fragments and its relation to the fragment mass whih play a ruial role to

understand the formation of meteoroid louds and planetesimal aretion

in the solar system, furthermore, to desribe the time evolution of spae

debris generated by on-orbit fragmentation events.

The experimental determination of fragment veloities requires 2-3 high

speed ameras with appropriate triggering, hene, only reent tehnologi-

al ahievements made possible to measure simultaneously the veloity of

a large number of fragments in laboratory experiments. Kadono et al. in-

vestigated the impat fragmentation of a thin glass plate by means of the

high speed imaging tehniques [6℄. In the experiments a high veloity pro-

Figure 1: The experimental system with the thin glass plate. (a) is before, and

(b..d) are 0.25, 0.5 and 1 ms after the impat.

jetile was shot into a Pyrex glass plate parallel to the plane of the glass.

The penetration of the projetile into the plate was hindered by a stopping

devie so that the projetile only reated a high pressure ompressive wave

in the material (see Fig. 1). The proess of breakup was followed by two

high speed ameras whih made possible to identify individual fragment, to

determine their veloity vetors and to trak the fragments bak to their

original loation inside the solid. As the main outome of the experiments,

no orrelation was found between the mass and veloity of fragments, while

a strong orrelation was revealed between the veloity of fragments and
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their position inside the original body. Three dimensional fragmentation

experiments have been performed by Nakamura et al. [13℄ where due to the

limitations of the experimental tehniques only large fragments ould be

aptured with a reliable preision. Surprisingly, in the limit of large frag-

ments a strong mass-veloity orrelation was found whih deays as a power

law with a universal exponent 1/6 [13℄.

In the present paper we study the impat fragmentation of disordered

solids in three dimensions fousing on the mass and veloity of fragments.

We give numerial evidene that in the damage phase of the proess frag-

ment mass and veloity are orrelated, however, in the fragmented phase

no orrelation an be pointed out. The orrelation funtion has a power

law deay, however, the exponent has di�erent values for small and large

fragments.

II. Model system

Reently, we have worked out a three-dimensional dynamial model of

deformable, breakable granular solids, whih enables us to perform mole-

ular dynamis simulation of frature and fragmentation of solids in various

experimental situations [11, 12℄. Our model is an extension of those models

whih are used to study the behavior of granular materials applying poly-

disperse spherial partiles to desribe grains [11, 12℄. In the model the

sample is represented as a random paking of spheres with a size distribu-

tion. The partiles interat via the Hertz ontat law when they are pressed

against eah other. Cohesive interation is provided by beams whih on-

net the partiles along the edges of a Delaunay triangulation of the initial

partile positions. In 3D the total deformation of a beam is alulated by

the superposition of elongation, torsion, as well as bending and shearing in

two di�erent planes [11, 12℄. The beams, modeling ohesive fores between

grains, an be broken aording to a physial breaking rule, whih takes

into aount the strething and bending of the onnetions. The break-

ing rule ontains two parameters tǫ, tΘ ontrolling the relative importane

of the strething and bending breaking modes, respetively. The energy

stored in a beam just before breaking is released in the breakage giving rise

to energy dissipation. The average value of the energy dissipated by the

breakup of one ontat de�nes the rak surfae energy Es in the model
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solid as a funtion of the breaking parameters tǫ, and tΘ. At the broken

beams along the surfae of the spheres raks are generated inside the solid

and as a result of the suessive beam breaking the solid falls apart. The

fragments are de�ned as sets of disrete partiles onneted by remaining

intat beams. The time evolution of the fragmenting solid is obtained by

solving the equations of motion of the individual partiles until the entire

system relaxes, i.e. there is no breaking of the beams during some hundreds

onseutive time steps and there is no energy stored in deformation. For

more details of the model's de�nition see Refs. [11, 12℄.

In order to make a realisti implementation of the impat proess, in

the simulations a plate-like sample was onstruted with retangular basis

of side length L and height H. Simulations were arried out with linear

extensions L = 50 and H = 5 measured in units of the average partile

diameter. The projetile was shot into the sample parallel to the plane of the

plate. To apture the e�et of the stopping devie used in the experiments,

a single surfae partile was hosen in the middle of one of the sides of

the solid, whih got a large initial veloity pointing towards the enter of

mass of the body. Representative snapshots of the time evolution of the

fragmenting system are presented in Fig. 2.

a) b) c) d)

Figure 2: (a) Plate-like sample of size L = 50 and H = 5. Colored lines represent

the stressed beams. Snapshots of the evolving system at (b) 7 time units and (c)
30 time units after impat. (d) In the �nal fragmented state we reassemble the

system to identify the loation of fragments in the original body.

III. Results

We performed a large number of simulations varying the impat veloity

v0 in a broad range at a �xed system size L = 50 and H = 5 (the number of
spherial partiles of the system was about 10000). The impating sphere
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was hosen in the middle of the right hand side of the sample (see Fig. 2a).
In order to improve the statistis, at eah parameter set the simulations

were repeated 1000 times with di�erent realizations of the disordered mi-

rostruture. For a summary of the preise value of the material parameters

of the model system see Refs. [11, 12℄. In the �nal fragmented state of the

system we determined the mass and veloity omponents of the fragments

and the oordinates of their enter of mass in the original body.

It an be seen in the snapshot of the �nal state of the solid (Fig. 2c) that
the system is expanding, all the fragments are moving outward the solid.

Already by pure eye a highly non-trivial spatial distribution of mass and

veloity of fragments an be suspeted: around the impat site the solid is

ompletely destroyed, all the fragments are single spheres in this regime.

Surprisingly, quite a large number of partiles are moving opposite to the

impat veloity, i.e. partiles around the impat site are bak-sattered.

Due to wave interferene, a surfae layer of the body opposite to the impat
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Figure 3: Veloity omponents of fragments as a funtion of their oordinates in

the original body. For the de�nition of the oordinate system see Fig. 2(d).

point breaks o� whose fragments �y at a relatively high speed. Inside the

solid, however, the fragments are signi�antly larger than on the surfae

and move at a lower speed.

In order to give a quantitative haraterization of the observed features,

we determined the average value of the veloity omponents vx and vy of

fragments as a funtion of their x and y oordinates in the original body.
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It is interesting to note that inside the body there are fragments whih

pratially do not move, i.e. their veloity is zero. Due to momentum on-

servation, vy(y) is a symmetri funtion with respet to y = 0. Hene, the
fragment of zero veloity are along the line y = 0, while their x oordinate

depends on the impat veloity v0. It an be seen in Fig. 3 that both ve-

loity omponents are monotonially inreasing with the distane from the

zero veloity fragments. Note that the bak-sattered fragments and the

ones detahed along the surfae of the body an even exeed the veloity of

impat.

Fig. 2c shows that the mass of fragments strongly depends on their po-

sition inside the original solid. It is generally valid that fragments along
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Figure 4: (a) Fragment mass as a funtion of the x (a) and y (b) oordinates in
the original body at di�erent impat veloities v0. In (b) the two axis are resaled.

the surfae reated either in the distrative zone around the impat site

or by the detahment e�et along the outer surfae of the body, are small

ompared to the original size of the body. Large fragments ould survive,

however, inside the body. In Fig. 4a the mass of fragments is shown as a

funtion of their x oordinate. Due to the single spheres of the destroyed

zone the mass has low values at x ≈ 0, while the detahed fragments give

rise to the peak at x ≈ −L (see Fig. 4a). It is important to note that inside

the body the fragment mass has a sharp maximum whih gets smoothened

and shifted with inreasing impat veloity v0. Fig. 4(b) shows that the

fragment mass as a funtion of the y oordinates is symmetri with respet
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to y = 0. Two peaks of m(y) our symmetrially whose position does not

depend on the impat veloity giving rise to a simple saling struture of

m(y)

m(y) ∼ v−β
0

g(y/L). (1)

For the exponent β = 1.0 ± 0.1 was obtained and g denotes the saling

funtion. The good quality data ollapse obtained with the transformation

Eq. (1) is illustrated in Fig. 4b.

Fragment veloities are ruial to understand the seondary evolution of

fragmenting systems, i.e. the e�et of seondary ollisions of fragments or

the time evolution of fragments reated by asteroid impats under a grav-

itational �eld. Based on the above results, in our model system important

onlusions an be drawn for the fragment veloities and for their relation

to other harateristi quantities of fragments like mass and spatial posi-

tion. In order to get information on the possible orrelation of fragment mas
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Figure 5: (a)Average fragment veloity as a funtion of fragment mass. (b) Frag-
ment mass distributions p(m) obtained at di�erent impat veloities v0. The slope
of the upper and lower straight lines are 1.75 and 2.25, respetively.

and veloity, we alulated the average veloity of fragments with a given

mass. It an be seen in Fig. 5a that in the fragmented phase (high impat

veloities) for small fragment masses over almost two orders of magnitude

the fragment veloity is onstant, i.e. the mass and veloity of fragments is

independent in this regime. In the damaged phase, however, the fragment
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veloity has a power law dependene on the mass

v ∼ m−γ , (2)

indiating a strong mass-veloity orrelation. The value of the exponent

γ ≈ 2/3 was obtained numerially for small fragments. It an be observed

in the �gure that for large fragments the exponent is di�erent γ ≈ 1/3. The
two power law regimes are separated by a hump of detahed fragments,

indiated that these piees have an anomalously high esape veloity. Our

results imply that the disrepany of experimental results on the mass-

veloity orrelation of fragments [6, 13℄ an arise from the di�erene of the

imparted energy: orrelations disappear at high energies where the solid is

ompletely shattered.

It is important to note that irrespetive of the presene or absene of

mass-veloity orrelations, the mass distribution of fragments is a ontinu-

ous funtion whih has a power law behavior (see Fig. 5b) as it is expeted
[11, 12℄.

IV. Summary

We presented a detailed study of the fragmentation of three-dimensional

brittle solids fousing on the spatial distribution of fragment masses and

veloities, and on their orrelation. Computer simulations revealed that the

position of fragments inside the original body with respet to the impat

point determine the veloity and mass of fragments: the larger the distane

is, the larger veloity the fragment attains in the �nal state. A saling

form was dedued haraterizing the spatial distribution of fragment masses

and veloities. The most important outome of the present work is the

relation of the mass and veloity fragments: we give numerial evidene

that in the fragmented regime the veloity is independent of the mass,

however, in the damaged phase a strong orrelation emerges whih has a

power law deay. Our result provide a omprehensive explanation of reent

ontraditory experimental observations.
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